Glycation induced conformational alterations in caprine brain cystatin (CBC) leads to aggregation via passage through a partially folded state.
Glycation induced advanced glycation end products (AGEs) of proteins formed as a result of Maillard reaction is currently at the heart of a number of pathological conditions. The formation of chemically stable AGEs can permanently alter protein structure and function; hence can serve as an implication in long term complications. Cystatins with high amyloidogenic inclination are implicated in various diseases including cancer and neurodegenerative conditions. The aggregates of cystatin purified from caprine brain have been studied on addition of glucose and ribose using UV absorption, fluorescence emission, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In the present study AGEs have been monitored and characterized. CBC was incubated for varying time intervals up to 41days in the presence of 17 and 100mM each of glucose and ribose. Ribose at both the concentrations was found to be more potent glycating agent as compared to glucose at these concentrations which is evident from UV and fluorescence spectroscopic studies. Altered intrinsic and high ANS fluorescence for 100mM and 17mM sugar concentrations respectively, suggested the existence of molten globule state of CBC. Glycated CBC as AGEs and aggregates were observed on day 27 and 41 respectively. Formation of AGEs was confirmed by employing AGEs specific fluorescence studies. CBC aggregates confirmed the presence of β-sheet structure as shown by far-UV CD, dye binding assay and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Current study is of immense importance as cystatin is a potential candidate of amyloidogenic tendency and a potent endogenous regulator of thiol proteases; hence serves to be an attractive model to study amyloidogenesis of brain cysteine protease inhibitor.